ABSTRACT The scattering mechanisms of dihedral corner reflectors have attracted great attention in the past decades. However, the scattering centers of dihedral corners are not discussed systematically. In this paper, the multi-bouncing scattering mechanism of dihedral corners is analyzed in detail based on the scattering characteristics of polygon plates and ray-tracing technique. Furthermore, the coupling scattering center (CSC) is proposed as a detailed explanation of the multi-bouncing scattering mechanism of dihedral corners and the locations of CSCs in the high-resolution range profile are deduced based on the monostaticand-bistatic equivalence theorem. CSCs give a precise description of target structures and can improve the ability of radar target recognition. Finally, the simulation results via electromagnetic computation validate the theoretical analysis.
I. INTRODUCTION
Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) has attracted the great interest due to its ability to work day and night under adverse weather condition [1] - [3] . It is widely applied in Automatic Target Recognition (ATR) [4] - [7] . ATR can be classified into two categories: template-based method and model-based method [8] . Due to the simpler realization, the templatebased algorithm is first applied. However, the templatebased algorithm requires huge memory and is difficult to recognize targets in real time. The model-based algorithm has attracted great attention thanks to overcoming these drawbacks by establishing the physical or mathematical model of targets, such as parametric scattering center models [9] , [10] . Most model-based algorithms utilize the attributed scattering center (ASC) model to extract target features currently [11] , [12] . However, ASC model could not describe some types of scattering centers accurately such as the scattering center induced by creeping waves and traveling wave in the bistatic radar mode [13] , the scattering center sliding on the target curved-surface and edges [14] and the scattering center induced by multi-bouncing scattering. It may lead to the mistakes in feature extraction. Therefore, these types of scattering centers should be further investigated to improve the performance of ATR. Furthermore, there are only a few literatures investigating the characteristics of scattering centers induced by multi-bouncing scattering, to the best of our knowledge. The multi-bounce scattering widely exists in SAR echoes and involves key information of target structure. Consequently, investigating the characteristics of scattering centers induced by the multi-bounce scattering is of significance for SAR ATR.
Dihedral corners have attracted great attention due to abroad application. Firstly, the application of dihedral corners for the calibration of monostatic and bistatic polarimetric radar systems has been investigated in [15] - [18] . Secondly, dihedral corners are basic structures of complex objects and abstract models of tree trunk-ground interface [19] , building walls [20] and building-road interactions [21] . Consequently, scattering characteristics of dihedral corners are critical to ATR. References [21] - [24] have investigated the scattering computation for monostatic radar and bistatic radar. However, the scattering centers of dihedral corners are seldom discussed.
Due to the high resolution of SAR, it is not conducive to the target recognition if the dihedral corners continue to be regarded as the point targets. According to the aspect dependences of scattering amplitude and position of scattering centers, the scattering centers are classified into three types [25] : localized scattering center (LSC), distributed scattering center (DSC), and sliding scattering center (SSC). Without regard to the coupling between two plates, the single-bouncing scattering characteristics of dihedral corners can be analyzed by investigating two plates scattering respectively. The scattering characteristics of polygon plates are presented in section II. Different from the singlebouncing scattering, the multi-bouncing scattering considers the interaction between target components. The multibouncing scattering characteristics cannot be described by the listed scattering centers accurately. Therefore, the coupling scattering center (CSC) is proposed to analyze the multibouncing scattering characteristics in this paper. The CSC corresponds to the mechanism of multiple reflections and can be applied to analyze the coupling structures such as dihedral corners and cavity. Conventional SAR usually considers direct reflection echoes from targets. Therefore, ghosting artifacts and resolution reduction in SAR images will emerge when the multi-bounce echoes are superposed in the direct reflection echoes [26] . Some algorithms are employed to mitigate the influence of multipath in SAR images [27] - [29] . However, these ghosting artifacts can be regarded as CSCs and provide more information on the target structure.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section II deduces the position and amplitude of scattering centers of polygon plates, which is the basis of analyzing the multi-bouncing scattering mechanism of dihedral corners. Section III focuses on CSCs. This section gives a detailed explanation of multi-bouncing scattering mechanism of dihedral corners. The positions of CSCs in the high-resolution range profile (HRRP) are deduced. Section IV conducts SAR imaging simulations and analyzes the scattering characteristics of dihedral corners based on SAR images. Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section V.
II. SCATTERING CHARACTERISTICS OF POLYGON PLATE IN SAR IMAGES A. SCATTERING CHARACTERISTICS OF POLYGON PLATE
Since conventional dihedral corners are composed of two polygon plates, the single-bouncing scattering characteristics of dihedral corners can be obtained by analyzing the scattering characteristics of polygon plates. In this section, it is revealed that the scattering characteristics of all polygon plates are consistent and the scattering centers originate in discontinuous place, i.e. edges or vertices.
As shown in Fig. 1 , the scattering field formula of the polygon can be derived from the Stratton-Chu integral equation.
where w is the angular frequency of the incident wave, µ is the magnetic permeability, G is the Green function,r is a unit vector of reflective wave direction, r is a vector lying in the polygon plates,n is the unit normal to polygon plate, pointing into the half-space containing the point P, ∇ denotes the derivation at r , and r is the position vector of the observation point P.
Since the electric and magnetic fields are mutually determined, only E s (r) is taken into consideration here.
The incident magnetic field is
where H 0 is the intensity of the incident magnetic field and ϕ is the unit vector of the spherical coordinate system. E s (r) is determined by H i (r ), then
whereî in the unit vector of incident wave direction, η is the wave impedance and k = 2π/λ. The polygon plate lies along the x-y plane as shown in Fig. 1 and the electric field of the polygon plate can be simplified as follows in the case of monostatic radar.
where θ is the unit vector of the spherical coordinate system and k s = kr Eq.(4) can be rewritten as
where M =r − r ·n n Reference [30] introduced a method that converts the double integral into a summation form as follows. VOLUME 6, 2018 The detailed derivations from Eq.(6) to Eq.(9) are given in Appendix A. 1 and a n = a n+1 − a n (1 ≤ n ≤ N ).
where A is the area of the polygon plate. The location of the scattering center is determined by the phase of E s (r). Consequently, the information of scattering center position is involved in T n . According to the geometry relationship between M and a n , the locations of the scattering centers are analyzed as follows.
1. M · a n = 0 Eq. (7) indicates the scattering centers are vertices of polygon plate. The position remains invariant with the change of aspect angles. This type of scattering center is known as LSC. It can be observed within a wide range of aspect angles.
2. M · a n = 0 Eq. (8) indicates the scattering centers are the midpoints of the polygon plate edges. This type of scattering center is known as DSC. DSC can be observed only within narrow elevation and/or azimuth angles.
Suppose the polygon plate resides in the XOY plane as shown in Fig. 1 , the unit normal vector n = [0, 0, 1] and r = [sin θ cos ϕ, sin θ sin ϕ, cos θ ].
where L n is the length of the nth side of polygon plate andφ n is the azimuth angle ofr whenr · a n = 0. The underlined equation E2 in Eq.(A4) can be rewritten as Eq. (11) when M · a n = 0.
· e −2jk(x m sin θ cos ϕ+y m sin θ sin ϕ) (11) where [x m , y m ] are the coordinates of midpoints of polygon plate sides.
According to the ASC model presented in [31] , L n sin θ is the length andφ n is the orientation angle of DSC.
3. M = [0, 0] (i.e. the electromagnetic wave illuminates the polygon plate vertically) The scattering center can be equivalent to the origin point (0, 0).
B. SAR IMAGES OF THE TYPICAL POLYGON PLATE
A typical polygon plate is applied in the SAR simulation and listed in Fig. 2 . The size of the typical polygon plate is shown in Fig. 2 Fig . 3 verifies the mathematical analysis in the previous section. The vertices and midpoints of polygon plate edges correspond to LSCs and DSCs respectively. LSCs of polygon plates can be observed under wide azimuth angles. Conversely, the DSCs only can be observed when the incident wave direction satisfies M · a n = 0. Eq. (11) indicates that the length of DSCs is sin θ times the length of the polygon plate sides as shown in Fig.3 (a) and Fig.3(c) . Since the length of DSCs is always related to the real size of the single-curved surfaces or edges of targets and observation angles, DSCs are the key features to recognize targets and reconstruct their structure.
III. CSCs OF TYPICAL DIHEDRAL CORNERS
Typical dihedral corners are composed of two rectangular plates. Therefore, the single-bouncing mechanism of dihedral corners can be understood from section II. The effect of multiple reflections produces novel characteristics. The single-bouncing mechanism can be described by LSCs or DSCs while the multi-bouncing scattering characteristics cannot be described by the listed three types of scattering centers accurately. Hence, CSCs are proposed as the supplements of three typical kinds of scattering centers. CSCs widely exist in coupling structures such as dihedral, trihedral etc. They will become strong scattering centers under some specific conditions. CSCs are referred to as unstable scattering centers, the location of which varies with the changes of aspect angles.
Because the incident wave direction is usually different from the reflected wave direction in multi-bouncing scattering, the locations of CSCs are not the direct projection of scattering centers onto the line of sight (LOS). Fortunately, the multi-bouncing scattering mechanism is similar to the bistatic scattering mechanism, so the monostatic-and-bistatic equivalence theorem (MBET) is applied to analyze CSCs.
According to MBET: If the scattering centers can be observed in the bistatic mode, they can be equivalent to the scattering centers in monostatic mode. As shown in Fig.4 , the equivalent monostatic radar is located at the bistatic angle bisectorr B = r T +r R /2. −r T andr R denote the transmitting and receiving directions respectively.
MBET has been widely applied to analyze the characteristics of bistatic scattering centers. Reference [32] presented that the scattering centers induced by edge diffraction are located at the intersections of the cone-shaped target bottom and the plane constructed by the z-axis and the bistatic angle bisectorr B . Reference [13] used a monostatic scattering center to equate the scattering center induced by creeping wave in bistatic mode. Reference [33] investigated the sliding scattering center induced by the reflected wave in bistatic mode by tracing the equivalent propagation path along the direction ofr B . According to the work listed above, it is reasonable to utilize MBET to analyze the characteristics of bistatic scattering centers. Due to the similarity between the bistatic scattering mechanism and the multi-bouncing scattering mechanism, MBET can also be applied to investigate the multi-bouncing scattering.
A. ORTHOGONAL DIHEDRAL CORNER
Orthogonal dihedral corners exist in many SAR scenes, such as trunk and ground, ship and ocean surface. The orthogonal dihedral corners are strong scattering targets and they can be observed within a wide range of observation orientation. The reason is that the CSC is a strong scattering center within a wide range of observation orientation. The incident (î), received (r), reflected by plate (ŝ xy ) wave direction and the incident direction of equivalent monostatic i 2e are shown in Fig. 5 . when ϕ i = 0 • , i 2e is written as Eq. (12) in the monostatic mode, which is deduced in Appendix B.
Eq. (12) indicates that the incident direction of equivalent monostatic i 2e is vertical to the plate of orthogonal dihedral corner residing in the yoz plane.
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The locations of single-bouncing scattering centers in HRRPs are the direct projection of scattering centers onto LOS. The locations of single-bouncing scattering centers in HRRPs are
where y LSC1 , y LSC2 and y LSC3 denote the down-range of three scattering centers illustrated as SC3, SC4, SC1 in Fig.5 .
Since the incident direction of equivalent monostatic is vertical to the plate 2 of the orthogonal dihedral corner, the double reflection produces a very strong echo within a wide range of observation orientation. Eq. (9) has demonstrated that the CSCs will be compressed in the original point because the incident direction of equivalent monostatic about double reflection is vertical to the plate of the dihedral corner. Therefore, the single-bouncing scattering centers of dihedral corners are three points when the incident directions of rays are set as shown in Fig. 5 . The dash lines in Fig. 6(a) are the theoretical locations of three scattering centers and they are consistent with the peak values of HRRPs. As shown in Fig. 6(b) , the double-bounce scattering is the dominant element of the scattering field and the single-bounce scattering centers are overwhelmed. The scattering centers generated by double-bounce scattering are referred to as CSCs. In this case, LSCs of orthogonal dihedral corners cannot be observed in the HRRPs. However, LSCs can be observed in SAR images as shown in Section IV, because the azimuth dimension accumulation is considered.
B. OBTUSE DIHEDRAL CORNER
In contrast to the orthogonal dihedral corners, Eq. (12) indicates that the incident direction of equivalent monostatic i 2e is not vertical to the plate of obtuse dihedral corners which is illuminated by double-bouncing rays. As a result, the CSC of the obtuse dihedral corner is not the strong scattering center and the obtuse dihedral corners are difficult to be detected in a monostatic case. Furthermore, the CSC of obtuse dihedral corners is not compressed in the original point, because the incident direction of equivalent monostatic is not vertical to the plate of dihedral corners. As shown in Fig. 7 , the illumination area related to the double-bouncing is sometimes not equal to the plate of dihedral corners, which depends on the pitch angle of the incident wave. The method for calculating the equivalent length of plate 2 is introduced in [34] .
As shown in Fig. 8 , the observation aspects can be divided into three conditions as follows.
where n is the bouncing times and α is the opening angles of dihedral corners. Based on the geometry in Fig. 8 , the equivalent length of the plate is
If the azimuth angle of the incident wave is set as ϕ i = 0 • , the vector i 2e will satisfy i 2e · a n = 0 (16) where i 2e is the vector of the incident direction of equivalent monostatic observation and a n is the vector of the nth edge of the obtuse dihedral corner. As introduced in section II, the midpoints of edges { a n } labeled as green lines in Fig. 7 contribute the scattering centers. Fig. 9 demonstrates that the locations of scattering centers corresponding to single-bouncing scattering in the HRRPs (illustrated as blue dash lines) are the direct projection of scattering centers onto the LOS. However, the locations of scattering centers related to double-bouncing should be determined by two steps as shown in Fig. 7 . Firstly, determine the projection of scattering centers onto the equivalent monostatic observation orientation i 2e , and then project the previous projection onto the first incident LOS i. The location of the CSC in HRRP can be expressed as Fig. 9 shows the HRRP sequences of the 120 • obtuse dihedral corner with a = 2m and b = 2m. The parameters are set as follows. The carrier frequency is 10GHz and the bandwidth is1.5GHz with a step of 15MHz. The elevation angle θ of LOS changes from 10 • to 110 • and the azimuth angle of LOS remains ϕ = 0 • . The theoretical location of CSC is illustrated by the red dash line in the Fig. 9 . As shown in Fig. 9 , the theoretical locations of four scattering centers are consistent with the peak values of HRRPs. The number 2 and 3 represent the ranges of elevation angles of full-illumination and partlyillumination respectively. In addition, when the elevation angles are 30 • and 90 • , the incident wave illuminates the plate of obtuse dihedral corner vertically; Thus, the sidelobes are visible at the two elevation angles in Fig. 9 .
C. ACUTE DIHEDRAL CORNER
One of the differences among acute dihedral corners and orthogonal/obtuse dihedral corners is the ray bouncing times. The ray bouncing times in acute dihedral corner is always more than two times which result in difficult analysis.
The CSCs corresponding to multiple-bouncing scattering are determined by applying the trick that the specular reflection is regarded as a straight light propagation in the mirror domain. This trick has been proposed in [34] . The sketch of propagation in the mirror domain is shown in Fig. 11 .
According to the geometry, the angles in Fig. 11 can be obtained as follows.
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After two projection operation as shown in Fig.11 , the positions of CSCs of the acute dihedral corner in the HRRP are deduced based on Eq.(18) and Eq. (19) .
The underlined factors in Eq. (20) are actually scaled factor K (t) = cos (θ (t) /2), θ (t) is the bistatic angle [35] .
The equivalent length of plates L n for acute dihedral corners are calculated by Eq. (15) .
The 60 • acute dihedral corner is chosen to verify the above analysis. For the 60 • dihedral corner, the positions of CSCs in the HRRP are
where 
Eq. (23) indicates that the i 3e is vertical to the plate 1 of acute dihedral corners; Thus, the CSC3 will be compressed in the origin point and the third bouncing scattering contributes more to the 60 • dihedral corners scattering.
As shown in Fig. 12 , the CSCs' number of the acute dihedral corners is larger than orthogonal/obtuse dihedral corners. The reason is the opening angle of acute dihedral corners is smaller than orthogonal and obtuse dihedral corners. Therefore, the coupling scattering characteristics of acute dihedral corners are more complicated. To investigate the principle of multi-bouncing scattering in acute dihedral corners, the relationship between bouncing times and opening angle is analyzed as follows.
Due to the symmetric structure, only the rays are reflected from one of the plates are traced. The elevation angle of incident wave changes from 0 • to α. where α is the opening angle of the dihedral corner.
According to the mirror projection of the propagation path as shown in Fig.11 , the bouncing times n can be calculated by
Hence, n should satisfy
where [·] stands for rounding the element to the nearest integer greater than or equal to that element. Thus, the maximum bouncing times is n = [π/α] and the minimum bouncing times is n = [π/α − 1].
FIGURE 13.
The relationship between opening angle and bouncing times. Fig. 13 depicts the maximum bouncing times and minimum bouncing times of dihedral corners with different opening angles. The red dash lines mark the three types dihedral corner simulated in this paper.
Fig. 14 depicts the relationship between the elevation angle of the incident wave and bouncing times according to Eq. (25) . The red and blue lines correspond to the bouncing times of rays which illuminate plate 1 and plate 2 at first bounce respectively. As shown in Fig. 14 , the lines are symmetric with respect to θ i = α/2 due to the symmetric structure of dihedral corner. According to the foregoing analysis, the number of CSCs m (except the CSCs located at origin point) is equal to
where n 1 (θ ) and n 2 (θ ) are the bouncing times of two plates and θ is the elevation angle. It should be noted that when the incident direction of equivalent monostatic i ne is vertical to one of the plates of the dihedral corner, Eq. (26) is not suitable to obtain m, such as θ i = 30 • in Fig. 9 and α = 90 • . Because the CSCs are located at the origin point under this condition. Fortunately, this circumstance takes place at specific elevation angles which can be calculated by Eq. (19) .
IV. THE SAR IMAGEING SIMULATIONS OF TYPICAL DIHEDRAL CORNERS VIA EM COMPUTATION
In this section, the SAR simulations of dihedral corners are conducted. The scattering field is computed by SBR. The SAR imaging technology applied in this section is simple spotlight SAR imaging, and the translational motion is properly compensated; only the rotation between the sensor and the target is considered. The imaging process involves two steps: 2-D interpolation and 2-D IFFT. More details can be referred to [36] . The geometry of SAR simulation is shown in Fig. 15 and the parameters of imaging are set as TABLE 1. The parameters of the three types of dihedral corners are the same as those in Section III. Fig. 16 shows the SAR images of an orthogonal dihedral corner. If only the single-bouncing scattering is taken into consideration, the scattering centers are midpoints of VOLUME 6, 2018 three edges of dihedral corners. The scattering centers are obvious in the SAR images because the energies of scattering centers are nearly equal as shown in Fig.16(a) . However, 
A. ORTHOGONAL DIHEDRAL CORNER
when the double-bouncing scattering is considered, the scattering centers corresponding to single-bouncing scattering are so weak that they are hardly observed in the SAR images because the CSCs related to double-bouncing scattering are strong scattering centers and other types of scattering centers are overwhelmed by CSCs in the SAR images. Compared with the scattering centers in HRRPs analyzed in section III part A, the scattering centers corresponding to single-bouncing scattering are more obvious due to azimuth dimension accumulation. Fig. 17 shows the SAR images of an 120 • obtuse dihedral corner with different pitch angles. There is only one CSC in the dihedral corner as analysis in section III part B, because only one plate of the dihedral corner can be illuminated by double-bouncing rays for each time. What's more, the CSC of the obtuse dihedral corner is more obvious than the orthogonal dihedral corner because the CSC is not compressed in the origin point, and the scattering intensity is the almost same.
B. OBTUSE DIHEDRAL CORNER
To make the validation of theoretical derivation more convincing, the range locations of CSCs are calculated according to Eq. (20) and labeled as black solid lines. As shown in Fig.17 and Fig.18 , the CSCs are all located at the solid lines, which verify the correctness of theoretical derivation once more. Fig.18 shows the SAR images of an acute dihedral corner with different pitch angles. The CSCs of acute dihedral corners can be observed obviously in the SAR images and they may cause confusion for target recognition. However, the CSCs also reflect target features and they can be used for feature extraction. The number of CSCs of acute dihedral corners is more than orthogonal and obtuse dihedral corners, because the bouncing times of acute dihedral corners are more than other types dihedral corners.
C. ACUTE DIHEDRAL CORNER
The SAR images and HRRPs of three types of dihedral corners indicate that the CSCs are the key features to distinguish different types of dihedral corners. CSC is the strong scattering center of the orthogonal dihedral corner and located at the origin point, which does not change with LOS. The location of the CSC of obtuse dihedral corner varies with the LOS. A continuous line and an isolated point corresponding to the CSC can be detected in the HRRPs and SAR images respectively. The number of CSCs of acute dihedral corners is always more than 2, which is the obvious feature in the HRRPs and SAR images. Therefore, the three types of dihedral corners can be well distinguished based on the coupling scattering characteristics of dihedral corners.
V. CONCLUSION
Dihedral corners are typical coupling structures which are also abstract models of many complex coupling structures. The dihedral corners can be replaced by several scattering centers corresponding to single-bouncing and multi-bouncing scattering mechanism respectively. In this paper, the two types of scattering centers are analyzed in detail.
The scattering characteristics of polygon plates are investigated at first. According to the theoretical derivation, the locations of scattering centers are deduced. Based on polygon plate scattering understanding, the CSCs are proposed to investigate the multi-bouncing scattering characteristics. MBET is utilized to obtain the positions of CSCs in the HRRPs, and these theoretical analyses coincide well with the EM simulation data. Moreover, the relationship between the number of CSCs and opening angles are presented, which conducts much in analyzing the multibouncing scattering of dihedral corners. Finally, the CSCs of three types of dihedral corners are analyzed accurately in SAR images.
Coupling scattering analysis is a hot but difficult topic in radar imaging, feature extraction, etc. As for the coupling scattering characteristics of dihedral corners, they have not been investigated clearly. There are still some questions that should be further investigated. Firstly, to simplify the analysis, only the pitch angle variation is considered in this paper. In the actual SAR scene, the azimuth angles may also change. Secondly, the roughness of the dihedral corner plates could impact the coupling scattering. The hypothesis that the plates are perfectly smooth and conducting deviates the actual structures.
The several questions will be further investigated in the near future. Furthermore, the parametric model of CSCs will be presented. The model-based algorithm of ATR that considers the coupling scattering will be studied. exp(−2jkM · r )dS VOLUME 6, 2018 Proof: Apply the stokes' theorem to the right side of Eq.(A1):
To obtain Eq. (6)- (9), apply the Eq.(A1) to the integral of Eq. (5), then Eq.(5) is rewritten as:
is the vector obtained by rotating M through an angle of 90 • , a 1 . . . a N are vertices of polygon plate and r (t) = (1 − t) a n + ta n+1 t ∈ [0, 1] is the parametric representation of the nth side of polygon plate. Set a N+1 = a 1 and for 1 ≤ n ≤ N set a n = a n+1 − a n .
an+a n+1 2 sin (kM · a n ) kM · a n = M * · a n sin c (kM · a n ) e
The positions of scattering centers are determined by the phase of E s (r). Consequently, the scattering centers of polygon plates are the vertices according to E1 underlined in the Eq.(A4) or the midpoints of the edges according to E2. However, the scattering center intensity decreases rapidly when E s (r) is expressed in E2 form and M· a n = 0. Therefore, the positions of scattering centers should be discussed according to M · a n . when M · a n = 0, E1 is applied to express E s (r) as
when M · a n = 0, the E s (r) is rewritten as: 
